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Many thanks to Michelle Pohl for awarding
Laurel Best Adult and then Best in Match in a
small group of quality corgis at the PWCCP
2022 Match. Laurel comes from the Hum’nbird
line and is co-bred with Carrie Chase. Her
sire is “Dixon,” GCH CH Hum’nbird Take the
Odds, and her mother is our “Lani,” Hum’nbird
Standing on the Moon. She enjoys competing
in Conformation, Rally, Fast Cat, and CAT and
has earned all three of the Canine Good Citizen titles, CGC, CGCA, and CGU. Laurel also
enjoys long walks and hikes, both at home in
Maryland, as well as in northwestern Maine.
She also loves sitting on George’s lap and
watching movies.
--Carol Lord Openhym
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
“Thank you.” Two words with less than ten letters. But, what
important words. As the Potomac President, these words
have many meanings to me. Please allow me to take some
time to share my thoughts with you.

Thank you to the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club founding
members. Our club was founded on June 9, 1973. The club
was first called the Tidewater Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club.
Our club website, www.pwccp.org, has a wonderful article
written in 2014 on the history of our Club. Take a few minutes to read the article. And, our 2023 Specialty Chair, Jen
Crivelli, and her committee are making some special plans
to celebrate the founding of our club. Stay tuned.
Thank you to the PWCCP Membership. Without you and
your support of our club, we would not exist. We have
founding, lifetime, individual, family, associate and honorary
members who are all special to Potomac. They are the lifeline that brings us all together. To view our membership, visit the 2022-2023 PWCCP Membership Directory which has
been posted on our website under the Members Only tab.
It does require a password to view. If you have forgotten/
lost/never knew the login and password information, please
contact Dora Carter at carterhall@mindspring.com or me at
barbjb@verizon.net and we will share the information with
you. As this is a secure site on our webpage, we will not be
able to share this information publicly.
Thank you to all those listed on the last two pages of our
Membership Directory. Along with the current Board of
Directors, you will find listings of Committee and Board
contacts starting with the Agility Trial and ending with the
Rescue Picnic. You will find Chairs and Coordinators of
over forty different committees that keep our club up and
running. Help is always needed. If you see an area of interest and would like to serve, please contact Arlene Hitchens,
Volunteer Coordinator at hitchena@udel.edu or contact the
chair/coordinator of the committee that interests you.
Continued on the next page
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President’s Message Continued
Thank you to the PWCCP breeders. Did you know that our member breeders follow a
Code of Ethics developed by the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of America with additional Policy Statements added by Potomac? This Code of Ethics can be found under the
About Us section of our webpage. From my interactions with corgi breeders from our
club, I share with both you and our breeders the saying, “Blessed Are the Breeders.”
I think we all know what that means. I have also been told by breeders how difficult it
is to respond to all of the e-mails that they receive. I would like them to know that Pat
Koons (Rescue) and Deb Wimer (Breeder Referral) have offered their services to help
with replies to e-mails and speaking/educating individuals inquiring about a puppy and
learning about the breed.
Thank you to our corgis. How special and fortunate we are to have these fairy dogs in
our lives. Many years ago, at the request of our club, I wrote a poem for the PWCCA
National Specialty Parade of Regional Clubs. It was called “Windsails” and was written
in tribute to the Potomac corgi spirits that sail into our lives. The entire poem can be
accessed on our website. The final verse reads:
Today, Potomac honors corgis
For hearts so pure and free.
We celebrate their spirits,
And all they let us be.
This poem is my best way for me to express my
thanks to a breed that I hold near and dear to
my heart.
Thank you for taking the time to read my message. Can you think of someone in the club that
you could be saying thank you to? Take the time
to share those two, less than 10 letters, words.
You will make someone’s day as well as your
own.
Barb Boltz

Barb’s Tanner, CH Foxtale’s Keeper of the Stars
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2022 MATCH AND FUN FAIR
MATCH REPORT
By Virginia Fitzgerald, Chair
As the day broke at Oakside Park, a heavy mist covered the grounds, but quickly dissipated as the sun rose and gave way to bright blue skies and warming temperatures.
Within minutes PWCCP members began to arrive to set the stage for a big day that
involved showing off the beauty and brains of our beloved corgis.
Anytime the PWCCP hosts an event, the success of the event is due to the dedication
of the club members and volunteers who come out to lend a hand. The Match/Fun Fair
day is certainly one of those days where I need to thank all who made the day run so
smoothly and there were many people who did volunteer! But I do need to identify a
few, beginning with my right hand man, Debi Harrold. Debi arrived that morning with
coffee and donuts to share with all the helpers who came out to set up the rings. And
then she changed gears to help me take care of all the little ones I had brought with me
in the motor home. I simply could not have managed running this event and caring for
the pups without her assistance. We worked seamlessly side-by-side as she almost
knew before I did what needed to be done to keep things rolling along. As next year’s
Chair of the Match, she will lead us all well.
The set-up crew was arriving as I was finishing with morning chores back at my motor
home. David Saulsbury was on hand as Shawn Michael arrived with the club trailer to
begin unpacking all the necessary equipment to set up the 2 rings needed to hold the
Match – one for conformation and one for Obedience and Rally. Thankfully he had a
full crew of volunteers to help with setting up our two huge tents that provide shade
ringside. Watching all these
helpers stretching out and
securing the tent canopy is
the ultimate in good communication and teamwork! David was onsite from the time
of set-up all the way through
till the end of the day for
tearing down and packing
up of the trailer. I can’t thank
him enough for all his help
with the “grounds”!
Sharon Leh was there as
well to help set up and make
sure everything was in order

Photo by Glenna or Ron Felty
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for the Obedience/Rally ring. Sharon was Chief Ring Steward for our Obedience/Rally
judge Arlene Hitchens. Sharon knows what’s needed to make that ring run smoothly.
So I had nothing to worry about with that portion of the Match. I was so glad Sharon
was there to help in an area where my knowledge is limited.
On the conformation end, I had the able-bodied team of Barb Boltz and Bev Burkhart
who have served as Ring Stewards for several years. Barb arrived early and passed
out all the trophies she has been storing for this event. So handlers with class placements in both rings were able to go home with a well-earned PWCCP trinket.
Our Treasurer Becki Ryder was another member to arrive early. Since she handles all
the monies for the club assigning her the task of running the entry table was a simple
decision for me to make.
By now, people were beginning to arrive and a community park was turning into a Corgi Fun Fest! The club has enjoyed the use of Oakside Park for two years. It is a lovely
setting with ample room to spread out; and the pavilion offers a large spot to gather for
lunch and our annual meeting. In addition, there are more than enough tables for people to collect AND for our Brown Bag Raffle Chair Carol Crivelli to set up all the donated items that were raffled off that day. Carol emphasized that everything needed to go
as she was giving up this job to allow
her the time she needs for her next
assignment for the club. And she had
more than enough willing participants
to help her clear those tables and her
storage areas at home!
And if there weren’t enough items
to gather off the raffle tables, Carol
and Ted Schwartz had the Ways and
Means table laden with club goodies for people to purchase. The club
has always enjoyed what Carol finds
to lure us in and have us add to our
repertoire of corgi items!
To get the morning activities started,
our resident vocalist Carol Openhym
started us off with the singing of the
National Anthem. Our club is fortunate to have her open up many of
Photo by Glenna or Ron Felty

the club’s events with
her operatic voice.
Although the entry
for the conformation
classes was limited,
our judge Michele
Pohl put all her entries
through their paces
and gave each individual her full attention.
Obedience/Rally judge
Arlene Hitchens had 6
entries in Obedience
and 7 entries in Rally.
Her portion of the Match is a much more time consuming affair, as courses have to be
set for each of the different Rally levels. Arlene worked tirelessly to keep the classes
moving along as the temperatures were beginning to climb and she wanted to get the
corgis through their classes before the heat became too much for everyone to bear.
Please read on to view the results from the Match. Along with the judges’ remarks,
there are so many wonderful photos that were taken by the club’s resident photographer Glenna Felty--or husband Ron if Glenna was otherwise occupied manning her
booth!
With this portion of the Match wrapping up early, we used the extra time for anyone
with their corgi to show off in a Parade of Titleholders. Sherrie Biernacki wins the prize
for having 2 dogs with the most letters following their names! I felt as though I was
being tested--how long would it be before I tripped up reciting all those titles?! But
seriously, Sherrie has worked hard to earn each and every one. So it was nice that she
could share their accomplishments with the crowd. Carol Openhym paraded her corgi
who was a lovely example of corgis having both beauty and brains as he has titles on
both ends of his name, meaning he is a Conformation Champion in addition to having
earned titles in various performance arenas-- congratulations to this team for all they
have accomplished as well.
--Chair’s report continued on page 10.

Photo by Glenna or Ron Felty
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Following the Parade, we invited anyone who had a Champion of their Heart to share
their story. We had one participant-- Corky Hoffman who has been championing the
hearts of Susan and Phil for 16 amazing years!
My thanks also goes out to each and every person who volunteered their time in anyway to help this day run smoothly. I so enjoy working with all the people, whether they
are members of the club or visitors who have come to enjoy a day with corgis, who
give of themselves and their time to help put on this event!

Corky, Champion of My Heart dog,
photo by Glenna Felty.
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Conformation Classes
Puppy Dog, 6 to 9 Month
1st - #149 – Foxtale's Justify, owner Virginia C Fitzgerald
Bred By Exhibitor Dog
1st - #147 – Kelticfox McDreamy NBH, FCAT, owners John Dugan and Carol Ronca
Puppy Bitch, 6 to 9 Month
1st - #160 – Foxtale's Just One Look, owner
Virginia C Fitzgerald
Bred By Exhibitor Bitch
1st - #146 – Evensong Hum’nbird Mountains of
the Moon, owners Carol & George Openhym
2nd - #158 – Kelticfox More Dreams to Come,
owner John Dugan
Best Puppy In Match: #160 - Foxtale's Just One
Look
Best Adult In Match: #146 - Evensong
Hum’nbird Mountains of the Moon
Best In Match: #146 - Evensong Hum’nbird
Photos by Glenna or Ron Felty
Mountains of the Moon
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Obedience Classes
Beginner Novice A: #87 – Evensong’s Faithful Forever RM RAE2 BCAT CGCA
CGCU TKA, owner Carol Crivelli, Score – NQ
Novice B: #82 – Hum’nbird Abram’s Delight PCD BN RM RAE FCD CAA FCAT2
SCN SIN SEN CGCA CGCU TKA, owners Sherrie and Douglas Biernacki, Score –
NQ
Graduate Novice: #83 – Evensong’s Purple Glow CD BN RM3 RAE FDC CAA
FCAT2 CGCA CGCU TKA, owners Sherrie and Doug Biernacki, Score - NQ
Open A: #80 – Gayhearts Couldn’t Be Better, owner Ann Pribyl, Score – NQ
Open B: #89 - Foxtale Second Symphony UDX BN RA, owners Dian Thomas &
Virginia C Fitzgerald, Score – 188
Utility B: #89 - Foxtale Second Symphony UDX BN RA, owners Dian Thomas &
Virginia C Fitzgerald, Score – NQ
HIGH IN OBEDIENCE - Foxtale Second Symphony UDX BN RA, Owners Dian
Thomas & Virginia C Fitzgerald – Score 188

Photo by Glenna or Ron Felty
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Rally Classes
Rally Novice B: #86 – Hum'nbird Standing on the Moon, owners Carol & George
Openhym, Score – 98
Rally Intermediate: #84 – Evensong Hum’nbird Mountains of the Moon, owners
Carol & George Openhym, Score - 98
Rally Advanced A:
1st - #85 – GCH CH Hum'nbird Rock Opera RI CGCA, owners Carol & George
Openhym, Score - 95
2nd - #81 – Aprhys Vintage Charm RI CGC TKN, owner Carol Jackson, Score – 94
Rally Excellent B: #88 – Corgard Pickwick's Great Expectatiions RA CA FCAT
CGCA CGCU TKN, owners Carol and Ted Schwartz, Score – NQ
Rally Master:
1st – #80 - Gayheart's Couldn't Be Better CD BN RE TKN, owner Ann Pribyl,
Score – 99
2nd - #83 – Evensong's Purple Glow CD BN RM3 RAE FDC CAA FCAT2 CGCA
CGCU TKA, owners Sherrie and Doug Biernacki, Score – 97
High in Rally: #80 - Gayheart's Couldn't Be Better CD BN RE TKN, Owner Ann
Pribyl, Score – 99

Photo by Glenna or Ron Felty
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Special Attractions
At the conclusion of the Match, the PWCCP wanted to recognize corgis', and
their handlers', accomplishments in the AKC's World of Dog Sports and invited
attendees to share their corgis and their accomplishments in a
Parade of Titleholders
Hum'nbird Abram's Delight PCD BN RM RAE FCD CAA FCAT2 SCN SIN SEN
CGCA CGCU TKA, Owners Sherrie and Douglas Biernacki
Evensong's Purple Glow CD BN RM3 RAE FDC CAA FCAT2 CGCA CGCU TKA,
Owners Sherrie and Doug Biernacki
GCH CH Hum'nbird Rock Opera RI CGCA, Owners Carol & George Openhym
Corgard Pickwick’s Great Expectations RA CA FCAT CGCA CGCU TKN, Owners
Carol and Ted Schwartz
Champion of My Heart
Susan and Phillip Hoffman shared their heart winner Corky with attendees. What
an accomplishment – to reach the golden age of 16 years young at heart!
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Conformation Critiques
By Match Judge Michele Pohl
I want to thank the PWCCP for inviting me to judge this year’s Match. I want to
thank Barb Boltz for being ring steward. I also want to thank Gigi Fitzgerald,
show chair, who graciously showed her two puppies to me. She did not initially
enter them since she was the show chair, but did so after being asked.
Puppy Dog, 6 to 9 Month
1st - #149 – Foxtale's Justify, Owner Virginia C Fitzgerald
As no puppies were entered I asked Gigi to show her puppies that she had back
at her motor home. This puppy and his sister had no warm up prior to going into
the ring. This puppy had an attractive head. Nice neck. Would like to see more
length. Wide coming at you.
Bred By Exhibitor Dog
1st - #147 – Kelticfox McDreamy NBH, FCAT, Owners John Dugan and Carol Ronca Attractive tri color. Balanced mover. Drops off at the croup. Would like to see
more reach and drive.
Puppy Bitch, 6 to 9 Month
1st - #160 – Foxtale's Just One Look, Owner Virginia C Fitzgerald
Litter sister to 6-9 month male. Attractive head. Nice length of neck. Nice length
with level topline. Clean coming and going. Nice reach and drive.
Bred By Exhibitor Bitch
1st - #146 – Evensong Hum’nbird Mountains of the Moon, Owners Carol &
George Openhym Red and white. Attractive headpiece. Nice length. Clean coming and going. Nice side gait.
2nd - #158 – Kelticfox More Dreams to Come, Owner John Dugan
Red and white. Attractive headpiece.Clean coming and going. Another who
drops off at the croup. Would like more reach and drive.
Best Puppy In Match: #160 - Foxtale's Just One Look
Best Adult In Match: #146 - Evensong Hum’nbird Mountains of the Moon
Best In Match: #146 - Evensong Hum’nbird Mountains of the Moon
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PWCCP 2022 Fun Fair
By Carol Lord Openhym
Thanks to all who came to the 2022 Fun Fair. Attendance was somewhat sparser
than in prior years, but those who were there had fun. We had some nice comments from attendees who complimented our club on how well organized the
event and games were.
We had a great group of volunteers. A special shout out to Carol Schwartz’
grandkids who were wonderful co-officiants for the games and judges for the
parts match and costume contest.
Sherrie Biernacki offered CCG and Trick Dog testing. Three dogs were tested,
with one completing a CGCA (CGC Advanced) and two completing Trick Dog
Novice titles.

Photo of Paul Sterner, Carol
Schwartz’s grandson. Photo by
Glenna Felty.
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2022 PWCCP Agility Trials
By Sharon Leh, Agility Trial Chair
Whew – another FANTASTIC trial weekend! We had 22 Pembrokes entered and a few Cardigans too!
THANK YOU to the following:
Glenna Felty, she went all out with a British theme with hospitality gift bags filled with ornaments, candy and dog treats for both Pembroke and Cardigan owners, cake, little double decker buses made out of Hershey Nuggets and a British flag backdrop for photo ops!
Barbara Bounds for judging and challenging us with fast and fun courses! It was great to see
her again and catch up.
Bella Vista Training Center; Steph and Rob for the great facility and trial secretary duties. And
to the staff; Trish and Jan for keeping everything rolling, course building, etc. You all are an
AWESOME Team!
Jane Burrows for sponsoring the High Combined ribbons and ads for The Tide again. The
ribbons were beautiful! Darlene Paul and Mike Litchfield were honored to win them.
Phoebe Rolen for keeping the ribbon table in order and keeping track of the High Scoring PWC
and High Combined Qs – not an easy job with all the different classes!
Pat Hollern for being our Chief Course Builder again this year. As always, she was on top of
every course change and helping work the rings when she could.
Agility Committee; Ann Pribyl, Jane Burrows, Gayle Lape, Glenna Felty, Phoebe Rolen and
Jennifer Reynolds for jumping in where needed – we wouldn’t be able to have these trials
without you!
Also, it was wonderful to see all the club members that came out on Saturday! Hope you all
were able to catch some of the corgi runs and enjoy some cake!
Already looking forward to next
year; July 28, 29, 30, 2023 at Bella
Vista Training Center, Lewisberry,
PA so mark your calendars! GO
CORGIS!!

Photo by Glenna Felty
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Agility Results for PWCs
Friday 7/29 Pembroke Welsh Corgi Results:

Saturday 7/30 Results:

Jumpers w/Weaves Classes

Standard Classes

Master 8”
Darlene Paul & Tippie** 2nd Place 100
Darlene Paul & Scout
100

Novice B Standard 8”
Ann Pribyl & Bailey 1st Place

Master Preferred 4”
Samantha Hoffman & Daisy 2nd Place
Mike Litchfield & Hoss*
3rd Place
Sharon Leh & Abby
Master Preferred 8”
Lauren Marini & Wally 3rd Place

100
100
100

100

Standard Classes
Excellent 8”
Carol Wyatt & Maya 1st Place
Master 8”
Darlene Paul & Tippie**
Darlene Paul & Scout
Mary Vogel & Joey

100

3rd Place

100
100
100

Master Preferred 4”
Samantha Hoffman & Daisy 1st Place 100
Mike Litchfield & Hoss*
3rd Place 100
Premier Standard Class
Premier 8”
Mary Vogel & Joey 1st Place

100

Open Preferred 8”
Amy Appleby & Vinney 1st Place 70
Master Preferred 4”
Sharon Leh & Abby 1st Place 71

Time 2 Beat 8”
Mike Litchfield & Fallon

9pts

Time 2 Beat Preferred 8”
Lauren Marini & Wally 9pts

90

Open 8”
Glenna Felty & Bronwyn 1st Place
Suzy Park & Present 2nd Place
Master 8”
Mike Litchfield & Fallon 2nd Place
Darlene Paul & Scout
Darlene Paul & Tippie**
Joyce Cressman & Holly
Mary Vogel & Joey
Master 4”
Staci Shanes & Piper 4th Place

95
95
100
100
100
100
100
100

Combined FAST Classes
Novice Preferred 8”
Alexis Shanes & Miles 1st Place
Open Preferred 8”
Lauren Marini & Wally 1st Place

63
62

Jumpers w/Weaves Classes

Combined FAST Classes

Time 2 Beat Classes

Novice Preferred 8”
Alexis Shanes & Miles 1st Place

100

Novice B 8”
Ann Pribyl & Bailey 1st Place
100
Suzy Park & Present 2nd Place
100
Glenna Felty & Bronwyn 3rd Place 95
Open Preferred 8”
Alexis Shanes & Miles 2nd Place

95

Master 8”
Mike Litchfield & Fallon 2nd Place 100
Darlene Paul & Tippie** 4th Place 100
Darlene Paul & Scout
100
Joyce Cressman & Holly
100
Carol Wyatt & Cappy
100
Mary Vogel & Joey
100
Master Preferred 4”
Pat Hollern & Seren 2nd Place
100
Staci Shanes & Piper 3rd Place
100

PWC Agility Results Continued
Sunday 7/31 Results:
Standard Classes
Novice B 8”
Ann Pribyl & Bailey 1st Place

85

Open 8”
Suzy Park & Present 1st Place

95

Master 8”
Darlene Paul & Tippie** 2nd Place
Darlene Paul & Scout
Joyce Cressman & Holly
Master Preferred 4”
Sharon Leh & Abby

1st Place

100
100
100
100

Time 2 Beat Classes
Time 2 Beat 8”
Pat Hollern & Brynn 1st Place
Carol Wyatt & Cappy
Time 2 Beat Preferred 4”
Sharon Leh & Abby 1st Place

10pts
6pts
10pts

Jumpers w/Weaves Classes
Novice B 8”
Ann Pribyl & Bailey 1st Place
Suzy Park & Present 2nd Place

100
95

Master 8”
Mike Litchfield & Fallon 1st Place
Darlene Paul & Tippie** 3rd Place
Carol Wyatt & Cappy

100
100
100

Master Preferred 4”
Mike Litchfield & Hoss*
Sharon Leh & Abby

3rd Place

100
100

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR HIGH COMBINED PWC WINNERS
**High Combined Regular Class Winner:
Darlene Paul & Tippie 5 Q out of 6 for the weekend
*High Combined Preferred Class Winner:
Mike Litchfield & Hoss 3 Q out of 4 for the weekend

Photo by Sharon Leh
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Corgis and the Queen’s Jubilee
By Kathy Kelly
On June 10th, an email went out to the PWCCP
club members from Josh Stanton, the Head of
Strategic Communications and Public Diplomacy at the British Embassy in Washington, DC.
Josh reached out to our club as the Embassy
was partnering with the Washington Nationals
to organize a “UK-US Friendship Day” on Monday, June 13th to celebrate the recent Platinum
Jubilee of HM The Queen and the Special Relationship between the US and UK.
The event included UK-themed activities, British food, and a special parachute display by
the British Army’s Red Devils before the game.
That Monday also happened to be the Nationals’ “Pups in the Park” day, where fans were
allowed to bring their dogs into the stadium.
Consequently, Josh’s marketing team believed
(and the Nats agreed) that this would be a great
opportunity to have some Corgis on hand for
the fans to see or “meet” in a controlled environment.
Needless to say, Stephon and I volunteered and
spent a wonderful evening with our three Corgis
(Sasha, Cricket, and Pippin) greeting and taking
pictures with Nat fans and promoting the Club.
Thanks to the British Embassy for a wonderful
evening celebrating the Queen's Jubilee.

Photos by Kathy Kelly
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The Scent-sible Corgi
By Darcy Babcock

Scent Work (American Kennel Club “AKC”) and Nose Work (National Association of Canine
Scent Work “NACSW”) are the fun new Performance events that all dogs can participate in.
Since my background is with AKC, I will speak to Scent Work as my point of reference. There
may be subtle, or even great, differences with Nose Work, but as I have not competed/trained
in that venue I will stick to my corner. I am interested in competing in NACSW trials but have
not researched, etc. It would be interesting to have someone with NACSW experience share
his or her thoughts too!
What is Scent Work? In Obedience and Rally the human is the leader–you give the commands
and guide the dog through the course or set of exercises. In Scent Work, the dog is the leader–you are the support and reward part of the team here. From AKC: “The sport of Scent
Work is based on the work of professional detection dogs (such as drug dogs), employed by
humans to detect a wide variety of scents and substances... Teamwork is necessary: when
the dog finds the scent, he has to communicate the find to the handler, who calls it out to the
judge.”
Here’s the skinny on AKC Scent Work competition/titling:
Divisions:
●
Handler Discrimination: search for the handler’s scent
●
Odor: Search for essential oil scents (birch, anise, clove, cypress)
Levels within the Divisions:
●
Novice
●
Advanced
●
Excellent
●
Master
Elements within the Level:
●
Container
●
Interior
●
Exterior
●
Buried
To earn a Odor Level title (Scent Work Novice, Scent Work Advanced, Scent Work Excellent or
Scent Work Master) you must earn all four Element titles for that Level. To earn an Element
title you must qualify (pass) three times for each Element. And here’s an interesting tidbit—after earning an Element title, you can compete in the next higher Element Level without completing all of the Elements for the Level. If your dog LOVES Interior searches, you can progress through all the Levels of Interior without having to earn a Scent Work Novice Level title
first!
Handler Discrimination is one Element per Level and three qualifying scores for each Level.
Oh–and then there are the Elite titles for both the Odor and Handler Discrimination divisions!
Once your dog has earned 10 Qualifying scores for an Element, you have then earned an Elite
title for that Element. For example, your dog has 10 Qualifying runs for Container Novice an
“E” indicates such when placed at the end of that Element title—SCNE. If your dog then earns
27

Scent Work Continued
all Element Elite titles for a Level, they will now get an “E” placed at the end of their Level Title.Yes, you can do Scent Work with your dog for as long as you want and achieve more titles
than you know what to do with! Some people compete for Elite levels on dogs that are older
and just want a job to do, others use lower level Elite titles to retrain/refresh/reenergize a higher level dog and some just love to compete for the Elite titles.
The highest Scent Work Level is Detective and it is intended to emulate the work of a true
detection dog (airport, drug, etc). It has an unknown number of scents the dog must find in a
large, varied search area. A dog must qualify ten times to earn this Level.
There is a LOT of information and details, so my best advice is to go to AKC.org: https://www.
akc.org/sports/akc-scent-work/. If you plan to trial, you should become very familiar with the
Rules/Regulations. I always read them, especially for the Element/Level I will be competing at,
prior to attending.
Virtual Scent Work: YES! You can do a virtual title also without training for the essential oils.
You can use a ball, toy or treat in different settings and video your dog searching/finding.
Again, more information on AKC.org, check it out!
How do I get started? Do you play “find it” with your dog for a favorite toy or treat? You have
already started! Take that basic search skill and fine tune it for Odor and/or Handler Discrimination or Virtual Scent Work.
Check with local dog training clubs, kennel clubs, training facilities, trainers, etc. to see if
they offer any classes in Scent Work. See if you can attend a training session to see what
is involved, how they train, etc. Can you train at home? Yes, but utilize all resources (Facebook groups, YouTube,
AKC, other Scent Work
people, etc) to do this
and figure out what
works for you and your
dog. As I’ve basically
trained at home since
my first 8 weeks with
a class, I warn you to
know your dog, how
they learn, what you
want to accomplish
and put the time in. It
is a lot of fun to see
your dog’s progression but you do need
to have a plan. And
time. It doesn’t happen
overnight (surprise).
Novice Containers

Initial Training: There are many schools of thought on how to introduce and train a dog to
recognize odor. Some trainers use a cocktail of all the scents, others use one scent at a time,
some use tubes that the dog sticks their head in to focus the scent, etc. I don’t think any are
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Scent Work Continued
wrong as the dogs will learn but it’s the initial lightbulb you want to turn on–that is the most
important in my mind. When you see your dog really start to work and search and signal, that
is exciting. Start with a fairly small search area so they don’t get confused and overwhelmed.
It does take a fair amount of time to see the “lightbulb”–remember how long it took for your
dog to initially learn in the other venues? Give them the time here too. Don’t overwork your
dog; this is hard work and stressful as they try to figure out what you want and learn to be the
leader.
Equipment: The usual no-no’s for collars by AKC also apply here–be sure to read the Rules/
Regulations. Choke chains are not permitted. But you and/or your dog can wear a GoPro-type
camera. I have not used this as I really am not that coordinated to set up, remember to turn it
on, etc. I do not like harnesses for everyday, but in Scent Work I find them my equipment of
choice. Remember, the dog is the leader. If you are constantly pulling on the leash/collar, you
could pull them off scent. A harness allows you to stay in touch with the leader without feeling like a training collar and being on their neck all the time. I do use a flat or martingale collar
when initially training more for guidance until the dog “gets IT” (lightbulb). I start with a 6 foot
leash but move to a 10 foot biothene leash. Make sure you can manage a 10 foot, or longer,
leash–you can get faults if you drag the leash in a search area and it disrupts the layout. In
some searches where the search area is entirely enclosed (think interior room with doors) you
may request to have your dog search off leash, but the judge has to agree and approve. This
can be good or bad depending on how focused your dog is and how well you pay attention to
the dog.
My Personal Background/Thoughts: I have been “in dogs” forever–my mom bred/showed
Rough Collies and I bred/showed/trained Gordon Setters in my teens into my 30’s, earning
Championships and Obedience titles (no Rally way back then), followed by love and kids and
then Pembroke Welsh Corgis. I began Scent Work training with a certified NACSW instructor in September 2019 at a local kennel club. I moved to lovely North Carolina in March 2020
and no longer had a class to attend. I practiced with a friend who also was training for Scent
Work, but nothing formal. My dog is “Paxton”
(CH Hum’nbird Lookin At Lucky CD RI SWN SIA
SEA SCA SCE RATN CGC TKN, plus passing
his AKC Herding Instinct Test) and we do a lot
of things together. He absolutely loves Scent
Work. This year he also has qualified in Handler
Discrimination Novice and Exterior Excellent
(Odor). Currently I teach a Scent Work class for
a local dog training facility. A few of my students have actually participated in trials with
their dogs and earned qualifying ribbons. One
has earned her Interior Novice title (SIN)--she is
also a Grand Champion Rottweiler that earned
an Award of Merit at Westminster. Most come to
class for the fun of seeing their dogs learn a new
skill.

Novice Buried--photo by Darcy Babcock

Enough about me…When you start with your
dog, whether it’s in a class or on your own,
WATCH WATCH WATCH your dog. Don’t chitty-chat with others while the dog is learning–you
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Scent Work Continued
need to learn/watch how she/he searches, finds, alerts. See how they work, how they react
when they catch the scent, what do they do? Have someone video their searches, study the
videos. Learn about scent and how it moves, pools, etc. It really is quite interesting!
What should you do? They will look at you frequently while learning/searching and if you
have your hand in your pocket, they may stop searching for scent to beg for a treat. Pay attention to your demeanor as well as what your dog is doing. You just might be falsely telling
your dog to alert.
Also, since this is the game they get to be a leader, let them lead. You can guide, but they
should be doing the work. Don’t be in their ear all the time (“find it, find it, find it”). Give them
the opportunity to think and decipher this wonderful new world. See if they naturally will signal you that they think they’ve found IT. Do they do that every time they find IT? What if they
“fake you out”? Don’t reward a “fake,” obviously. If you are sure this is not IT, re-give the
command you use to search (“find it”, “search”, “look for it”, etc.)—and be consistent in your
command! What do you do if they become frustrated and just cannot find IT? It really is best
to have a trainer or an experienced person help you and your dog get started to figure out how
to handle these situations.
One thing to consider–if you want your dog to mark the find and you think having them SIT is
the behavior you’d like for confirmation, remember that by sitting, more than likely the dog’s
nose has to come off the scent to sit and that may confuse him as he just lost the scent he
found. Again, watch how your dog works.
As his confidence and skills increase, yours will too. You will gain confidence in his alerts
to scent. When he’s right, ALWAYS reward and praise. Nobody likes anything better than a
cookie and a kind word.
Lastly, this is hard work for our corgis…they will be tired after working. Just like any other
venue in the world of dogs, be sure to give them down time, rest, and relaxation.

Exterior Search--photo by Darcy Babcock
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UPDATES AROUND THE AKC
Fun Matches No Longer Limited to Only Club Members
Match Regulations were changed to allow fun matches to be available for all exhibitors, not just
members of the club. AKC clubs are encouraged to hold fun matches open to the public to introduce new dog owners to their club and the sports. Fun matches may be held in conjunction with a
licensed event (on the same day and location), or they may be an independent event. This change is
effective immediately.
Rally to Allow More Participation in the Rally “A” Classes
Rally Regulations were modified to allow exhibitors who have earned the Obedience Beginner Novice (BN) title to be eligible to enter the Rally “A” classes (Rally Novice A, Rally Advanced A and/or
Rally Excellent A). This change is effective for trials held on or after October 3, 2022.
Obedience and Rally Clubs Allowed to Publish More Prizes in Premiums
The Obedience and Rally Regulation were modified to allow clubs to publish prizes in the event premium list that are being offered only to members of clubs or owners of specific breeds. This change
is effective immediately.
Virtual Scent Work Test Made Permanent
The Virtual Scent Work Test was launched August 1, 2021 as a pilot program. It has provided exactly
what it was designed for which was to serve as an introduction to Scent Work and allow owners to
take part in a fun activity they can do from home. In looking at the participation level of this program,
120 unique breeds plus Canine Partners have earned VSWT titles. The program has experienced
participation from all 50 states plus Canada, the U.K and Australia. Of the dogs that have earned
a VSWT title, 10% were from dogs that have not previously earned an AKC sport title (excluding a
CGC title). At the expiration of the pilot program period, August 1, 2022, the Virtual Scent Work Test
will be designated a permanent program. For comments or questions, contact scentwork@akc.org
or 919-816-3844.
Replacing Judges on a Conformation Judges Panel
For varying reasons, we have recently had an increase in situations where conformation judges are
not able to fulfill part or all their assignment. Please remember that a judge cannot be removed from
a breed assignment to fulfill an open assignment. Additionally, if a judge that is licensed for a breed
is available (either already on the panel or added to the panel) for assignment without conflict or
overload, the judge must be used to fulfill the assignment. Please contact AKC Conformation Event
Operations at EventPlans@akc.org or 919-816-3579 if you need assistance. On the weekend,
please call 919-816-3955.
Event Committees Are Not to Address Social Media Complaints
Effective July 1, 2022, Event Committees shall not entertain social media complaints, regardless of
where the post is made or the content of the post. These matters are to be addressed by the AKC
via the Code of Sportsmanship and Code of Sportsmanship Enforcement Polices (both are available
at https://www.akc.org/rules/policy-manual/akc-board-administration-policies/). Exhibitors should
contact the Compliance Department (compliancediv@akc.org or 919-816-3546) for questions about
how to file such a complaint.
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AKC UPDATES CONTINUED
As of August 2022, the AKC Board voted to make the following COVID provisions permanent:
In all Obedience and Rally classes that require three qualifying scores to earn a title, the three scores
may be earned under the same judge.
There are no mileage restrictions for judging Obedience or Rally trials.
There are no restrictions on the number of times an individual can judge a class at Obedience or Rally trials in a cluster.

Changes to Specialty Requirements (from the AKC talking points)
AKC Specialty Clubs may hold up to four specialties a year or five specialties if one is in conjunction
with the breed’s National Specialty.
Why this is important? This gives Specialty Clubs the opportunity to support their breed either independently or concurrently with more all-breed and group shows, and the National Specialty!
Specialty Clubs joining the National Specialty can travel up to 500 miles (Pending Parent Club approval) from their territory, and those joining other specialty clubs of the same breed may now travel
300 miles. Specialty clubs may travel up to 125 miles when not utilizing the options above.
Why this is important? This allows Specialty Clubs the opportunity to promote their breed in more
places, to more people!
Specialties may also hold four designated specialties a year, this is in addition to the specialty options
listed above. Designating the classes at an all-breed or group clubs’ shows is another way to support
your breed. Why this is important? This is a low-cost way to increase your club’s presence and influence at more events.
Three Opportunities for Conformation Championship Points on a Day at a Site. The Board Policy was
modified to allow for three opportunities for Championship points in a day, except for two All-Breed
shows on the same day. This policy requires at least one of the three opportunities to be a specialty.
Why this is important? Supports the holding of specialties with other events, making it more attractive
for the breeds exhibitors.

A winner’s photo from the PWCCP
Specialty was inadvertantly left off in
the last issue. The missing photo is
Reserve Winner’s Bitch from the Friday Specialty: Brogan Sky-Hil Curtain
Call.
Photo by Dean Lake
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PWCCP 2022 Rescue Picnic
By Kathy and Stephon Collins (Chairs)
On Saturday, August 20th, the PWCCP held its Annual Rescue Picnic in Johnsville Maryland. Open
to all PWCCP members, their families, and those active in the club’s rescue efforts, this free event is
the club’s way of saying “thank you” to those who spent countless hours helping displaced Corgis find
their “forever homes.”
Mother Nature provided a gorgeous sunny day, not too hot and with a nice breeze. Meanwhile the
club room offered a large air-conditioned kitchen and meeting room in which to cook and display our
Club’s BBQ Buffet.
BBQ Buffet
This year’s fare featured BBQ ribs, pulled pork, pulled chicken, beef brisket mac-n-cheese, baked
beans, coleslaw, corn bread, soft drinks, water, and a variety of pre-packaged yummy desserts.
Adoption Stories and Rescue Program
After lunch, members gathered together, shared their rescue stories, and Pat Koons spoke about the
Club’s rescue program and its challenges. These included finding club members to become “foster
homes,” educating the public on the breed, and the heartbreak of having to turn away some dogs
which, for whatever reason, did not meet the program’s criteria for fostering and adoption.
Special Thanks
Gift Basket Raffles - Special thanks go out to the Crivellis who collected, arranged, and created the
beautiful gift baskets for our picnic’s raffle.
Donors – Thanks to Lolly Clarke who donated $100 towards our rescue picnic and to all those of you
who gave of your time, and support. We couldn’t have done this without your help!
BBQ Meal - Thanks to Stephon Collins who purchased,
delivered, and prepared a delicious BBQ spread, wonderful
sides, drinks, and desserts.
Setup and Cleanup - Thanks to the Crivellis and other volunteers who arrived early to help us setup and stayed late
to help us clean up. We appreciate all your efforts.
Lastly, thanks to all who attended the event and made it so
special. We look forward to seeing you again next year!

Photo by Sherrie Biernacki
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The following individuals or businesses have supported The Tide, either by purchasing a business card advertisement or by allowing their photography or artwork to be used in The Tide. We are very grateful to everyone
who provided artwork or photographs, regardless of whether they submitted a business card for inclusion on
this page.

PWCCP RESCUE

Pat Koons, Chairperson
3303 Days Mill Rd
York, PA 17408-7382
717-793-0330
silverrodell@comcast.net
www.pwccp.org
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PWCCP CALENDAR
2022 MEETINGS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
  Saturday,  TBA

The calendar is compiled by Kathy
Kelly, Calendar Coordinator.
Please send any updates or corrections to kitkat1662@gmail.com.

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS
2022 SHOWS & EVENTS
Fast CAT, October 7, 8, and 9, 2022. Gamber Fire Department, Finksburg, MD. Trial Chair: Carol
Schwartz. Co-Chair: Sherrie BIernacki.
Coursing Ability Test (CAT). November 10, 2022. White Post, VA. Chair: Carol Schwartz. Co-Chair: Sherrie Biernacki.
47th & 48th Independent SPECIALTY SHOW, OBEDIENCE & RALLY TRIALS
Delta Hotel Marriott 245 Shawan Road Hunt Valley, Maryland 21031
April 19-21, 2023
Chair: Jen Crivelli jencrivelli@gmail.com, tuscanycorgis@gmail.com,
(443) 285-3426
Co-Chair: Vicki Trexler vtrexler@gmail.com,
(757) 477-4770
Obedience and Rally Chair: Ann Pribyl
Obedience and Rally Co-Chairr: Arlene Hitchens
Show Secretary: Rhonda Toren showsec@clantryre.net
5474 Delphinium Ct., Columbia, MD 21045. Ph (410) 997-3698. Fax (410) 997-7918
Judges:
Sweepstakes ~ Mark Russo (TOWNHILL)
Obedience / Rally ~ Mrs. Cheryl Pratt
Breed ~ Anne Bowes (HERONWAY)-Thursday
Breed ~ Robin Robertson (ANWYL) - Friday
The general membership meeting and presentation of 2022 awards will be held after judging on Thursday at the show site.
49th & 50th Independent Specialty Show, Obedience & Rally Trials
April 17-19, 2024
Show Chair: Vicki Trexler
Judges:
Karen Fruhmann (BRUMBAER) - Sweepstakes
David Guempel (GAYLORD) - Breed (Thursday)
Simon Parsons
(OREGONIAN/DEAVITTE) - Breed (Friday)
Elizabeth (Tibby) Chase (TINTERN) - Obedience/Rally
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ADVERTISING IN THE TIDE
Advertising in The Tide is limited to PWCCP members and PWCCA-affiliate club members. Advertising rates
for non-PWCCP members (unless invited to advertise because of a PWCCP specialty or match win) and commercial businesses are double the PWCCP member rates and are subject to approval by the editor. Advertising on the front cover or on page two is available by invitation from the editor.
Please review the following guidelines so that all the information that you wish to include is provided
to us. This will prevent us from having to request additional information and will help to avoid confusion by having everything submitted at the same time.
Any or all of the following items may be submitted:
Registered and call name of the dog.
Sire and dam. It is generally a good idea to include the sire and dam for conformation Corgis. Sire and 		
dam may be included for performance dogs. Rescue Corgis in performance under the AKC PALS program
would not have a breed history, so would not have this included.
What was achieved? What accomplishment(s) are you advertising?
Where was it achieved (location and show)?
Under which judge?
On what date?
Breeder (may be acknowledged formally or with such phrases as heartfelt thanks, etc.)
Handler (including owner/handler and in the case of a handler not the owner may include thank yous).
Owner (in the case of a particularly crowded ad, where the owner/handler is pictured, this can be noted in
the picture).
Photos: You must supply the name of the photographer or studio, even if you took the pictures yourself. It
is the policy of The Tide to give attribution on all photos. Attribution is a legal requirement for professional
photos. If there are special circumstances where the photographer is not known, please discuss with the
Advertising Editor, or with the Editor.
People in the photos: Judge and professional handler may be identified out of courtesy and as helpful information. Owner/handler is optional if ad is submitted by the owner/handler.
Kennel logos are a good idea and may be included.
Phone numbers, addresses, and email of breeders can be included by the breeder or with permission of the
breeder if they are the advertiser, a member or if they co-own the dog with the advertiser. Publication of
non-club members’ names, addresses, and phone numbers may be listed in the Tide for those who co-own
dogs with the advertiser.
Finally, include any special text or explanations. (Please note that space is limited, and a long text will result in much smaller pictures, etc.)
Advertising rates for PWCCP members:
Front Cover Ad:				
$50.00
includes up to 7.5” wide x 4.5” high “Cover Story” ad on an inside page to go with the cover ad.
Full Page Ad 					$35.00
Half Page Ad 					$25.00
Business Card 				$7.50
A 10% discount for four ads or business card ads in a year. Full payment for four ads must be
made at the time of the first ad. The front cover is not included in discount ads.
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